New generation of Slovenian Alpine Association’s Mountain Maps and mountain track database
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First climb to Watzmann (2713 m Mittelspitze) in 1800
1808 Triglav, height measurements
Triglav surroundings on Military Joseph’s survey, late 18th century

Julijske Alps and western Karavanke on Janez Dizma Florjančič map from 1744
Slovenian Alps on Baltazar Hacquet map from 1782
Triglav surroundings on ridge map from 1923
Triglav surroundings on the first modern Slovenian mountain map from 1969
1 : 50 000, Geodetski zavod Slovenije

1 : 25 000, Institute for geodesy and photogrammetry (Geodetic institute of Slovenia)
Map of the Month 8/2012: Bohinj

At the 25th International Cartography Conference in Paris, France, the map "Bohinj (Julian Alps - Triglav - Krn - Črna gora)" won the first prize in the category Topographic Maps. The jury stated:

Bilingual map with a legible and clear design.
1 : 25 000, Military Mountain Topographic map (Ministry of Defence)
Karta Goriška, GZS, 1:50 000

Karta Nanos, PZS, 2007, 1:50 000
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Grintovci

Mozirske planine - Dobroviče - Uršija gora - Keščnik - Zadnji Pohorje - Puškari Kosača
Lenticular foil map
(cooperation with TU Dresden)
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